
Stay-Linked and Pragma Systems Forge Technology 
Partnership with Validated Solution Stack  

Combines the Market’s Leading Windows Telnet and SSH Server Software with  
the New Standard for Terminal Emulation and Device Management  

 
TUSTIN, CA--(Marketwire – May 6, 2008) - Stay-Linked Corporation, the industry leader in 
host-based, thin client wireless terminal emulation and device management, today announced 
that it has added Pragma Systems, Inc. as a Stay-Linked Technology Partner. The new 
partnership is the result of the successful testing and validation of the companies two flagship 
software offerings functioning as a single combined solution stack for accessing host-based 
business applications. Pragma Systems will market and brand its Telnet and SSH Server software 
as Stay-Linked Validated™.  
“Having a validated Telnet and SSH Server software component to partner with our thin client 
terminal emulation and device management software in Windows host environments adds a lot 
of value,” says David Griffith, president of Stay-Linked. “Stay-Linked and Pragma Systems are 
both recognized market leaders with solutions that offer tremendous benefits beyond typical 
default offerings. As a result of this partnership, we can now recommend Pragma Systems server 
technologies to our partners and end-users as a standardized compliment to Stay-Linked.”  
Adds Quamrul Mina, CEO for Pragma Systems, “A significant and growing number of end-user 
customers already use our two software solutions together and are experiencing excellent results, 
so we see this technology partnership as a natural extension of the success we’re already 
achieving. The market will respond very favorably to us partnering in this way. Our partners and 
customers can deploy our two offerings together with total confidence knowing that this best of 
breed solution stack has been tested and certified using the best practices of our two companies.”  
Additional information regarding Stay-Linked can be found at www.stay-linked.com. For more 
information regarding Pragma Systems, visit www.pragmasys.com.  

-more
About Stay-Linked  
Stay-Linked Corporation began developing The New Standard™ for managing wireless terminal 
emulation sessions and devices in 2001. Built from the ground up for the wireless world, Stay-
Linked debuted in 2002 as the first thin client terminal emulation solution—a marked deviation 
from existing device-side technologies that evolved from the wired terminal model. Utilizing the 
proprietary Client2Host™ architecture, Stay-Linked was the first host-based thin client terminal 
emulator; the first to provide true software-only session persistence; the first to provide a GUI 
Administrator console for emulation configuration and session control; and is still the only 
emulator with Advanced Terminal Session Management (ATSM).  
About Pragma Systems Pragma Systems Inc. is a leading provider of enterprise class remote 
access and security software for Microsoft Windows & Windows Mobile platforms. Pragma is 
an industry leader in Secure Shell and Telnet technology and offers the most popular SSH and 
TelnetServer for Windows. The company’s end-to-end solutions of servers and clients on the 
desktop and mobile devices provide highly secure access to corporate supply chain, CRM, 
distribution and warehouse applications over wireless, Bluetooth, LAN, WAN and mobile 
networks. Pragma’s software is deployed in the majority of Fortune 500 companies in the USA 
and over 2700 companies worldwide with millions of licensed nodes in over 65 countries.  
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